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Abstract  Cognition and emotions are inseparable. St ill, it is not clear to which extent emotions can be characterized by 
words and how much of emot ional feelings are non-verbalizable. Here we approach this topic by comparing the structure of 
the emotional space as revealed by word contexts to that in subjective judgments, as studied in the past. The number of 
independent emotions and categories of emotions is a key characteristic of the emotional space. Past research were based 
exclusively on perceived subjective similarit ies by participants of experiments. Here we propose and examine a new ap-
proach, the similarit ies between emotion names are obtained by comparing the contexts in which they appear in texts re-
trieved from the World Wide Web. The developed procedure measures a similarity matrix among emotional names as dot 
products in a linear vector space of contexts. This matrix was then explored using Multid imensional Scaling and Hierar-
chical Clustering. Our main findings, namely, the underlying dimension of the emot ion space and the categories of emotion 
names, were consistent with those based on subjective judgments. We conclude that a significant part of emotional expe-
riences is verbalizab le. Future directions are discussed. 

Keywords  Sub jective Emot ions, Verbalizable Emotions, Emotion Contexts, Basic Emotions, Mult idimensional Scal-
ing, Hierarchical Clustering, WWW Texts 

 

1. Introduction 

The concept of emotion has been used in various ways by 
different authors, sometimes denoting different physiologi-
cal or mental mechanis ms, and often without any attempt to 
clarify its intended meaning[1]. There has been a variety of 
attempts to define emotion in the many disciplines where 
emotions are relevant. For instance, according to Grossberg 
& Lev ine[2] emot ions are neural signals indicating satisfac-
tion or dissatisfaction of instinctual needs (drives) – not 
unlike Simon’s view on emotions[3]. Emotions have been 
related to survival[4] and to facial expressions[5]. Emotions 
have been associated with references to internal, mental 
conditions[6].  

Emot ions have been tied to social interactions, arising 
from the dissonance people feel between competing goals 
and conflicting interpretations of the world[7];  this view has 
also been influential in the belief–desire theory of emo-
tion[8,9]. Cabanac[10] defined emotions as any mental ex-
perience with  h igh  intens ity  and  h igh  hedonic con-
tent (p leasure-d isp leasure). Emot ions  underlie  human  
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creativity[11,12]. Most authors seem to agree on emotions 
performing appraisals of situations or events[13,14,15]. But 
even if appraisal is the main function of emotions, it is still 
not clear if emotional appraisal is equivalent to conceptual 
appraisal, and to which extent it could be expressed in 
words. 

Another controversial issue related to emotions is the at-
tempt to define the basic emotions. Although it is in general 
agreed that basic emot ions evolved with fundamental life 
tasks[16,17,18,19,20], there are about 14 different proposals 
of emotion candidates for this category, whose size vary 
from 2 to 11 members[21]. Similarly to the role of primary 
colors in vision, all other (non-basic) emotions could be 
thought of as a composition of a few basic emotions[4,20]. 
The idea of basic emot ions having specialized  neurophysi-
ological and anatomical substrates or being the primit ive 
building blocks of other, non-basic, emotions has been crit-
icized[21]; Izard[22] argued in support of this idea based on 
the interactions between emotions and cognition. We refer 
the reader to Gratch et al.[8] for a recent overview of the 
interplay of cognition and emotion. Some cognitive scien-
tists use the name ‘discrete’ instead of basic[1,23]. We 
would also mention that language acquisition is separate to 
some extent from acquisition o f cogn itive  representa-
tions[24,25,26,27,28,29,30];  one only requires experience 
with surrounding language, whereas the other requires life 
experience in the real world[31,32]. Emotions in language 
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connect language to real life experience.  
Grossberg and Levine[2] theory relating emot ions to in-

stincts could have been used for relat ing basic emotions to 
basic (or bodily) instincts; this direction of research was not 
pursued to our knowledge. Perlovsky[33,34,35,36,37,38] 
argued that human ‘higher’ emotions, such as aesthetic, 
musical, and cognitive d issonance emotions are related to 
the instinct for knowledge, a ‘higher’ instinct[23,39,40,41, 
42]; that these emotions are principally different from basic 
emotions, and their number is much larger being better de-
scribed by a continuum of emot ions rather than by discrete 
labels. Steps toward experimental test of this hypothesis 
were made in[39,43,44,45]. 

Regardless of the experts’ theories and disputes on emo-
tions, people have an informal and implicit naïve theory of 
emotion which  they use in their daily routines to interact 
and influence other indiv iduals. Emotion words are labels 
for the categories of the folk taxonomy of emotional states, 
and have an immense importance in clinical and personality 
psychological evaluations which use mood adjective (emo-
tion name) checklists to assess the patients’ emotional 
states[46]. A relationship of emotion words to ‘true’ psy-
chological emotions is a separate scientific problem, that we 
touch in this contribution. As the manner humans perceive 
color similarities can tell much about the physical distance 
(in terms of the wavelengths) between the colors[47,48] it 
could be expected that the way people think and talk about 
emotions may bear some relationship to psychological emo-
tional states[49,45]. 

Most, if not all, quantitative approaches to understanding 
the underlying organization of the emotion categories have 
focused on perceived similarities among (English) emotion 
names. A remarkable outcome of this research avenue was 
the finding that emotion names are not independent of each 
other[46]. Attempts to produce a representation or structural 
model to capture the relationships among the emotion word 
categories have led to the proposal of the Circumplex model 
in which emotion names are arranged in a circular form 
with two bipolar dimensions interpreted as the degree of 
pleasure and the degree of arousal[50,51]. In that sense, 
emotion names mix together in a continuous manner like 
hues around the color circle[46,52]. Th is suggestion of the 
limited variety of basic emotions corresponds to defining 
emotions in terms of prototypical scripts or scenarios[53]. 

A complementary approach to the structural models of 
emotion names categories is the explorat ion of the hierar-
chical structure of those categories[54]. This more intuitive 
approach allows the immediate identification of the basic 
emotions categories as those that are closer to the root of 
the hierarchical tree. Both approaches use mathematical 
techniques to extract relevant information from a similarity 
matrix produced by asking individuals to rate the similarity 
between a given set of distinct emotion words.  

The procedure to obtain the similarit ies among the emo-
tion words is the main feature that distinguishes our contri-
bution from the landmark papers mentioned in the previous 
paragraphs. Rather than asking individuals to rate the   

similarities using a fixed discrete scale, we search for texts 
in the Web that contain emotion names and define the simi-
larity among a specified set of target emotion names - es-
sentially the same set used in the study of Shaver et al[54] – 
as the number of common words in the close neighborhoods 
(contexts) of the target emotion names. This defin ition al-
lows us to express the similarit ies as dot-products between 
vectors in the space of contexts and then use the full power 
of linear algebra for its analysis. In particu lar, we fo llow the 
original multidimensional scaling framework[55] and 
re-express these similarit ies as dot-products of orthogonal 
vectors in the space spanned by the target emotion names. 
These vectors, known as principal coordinates, are rescaled 
eigenvectors of the similarity matrix. The estimated dimen-
sion of the emotion space is consistent with the estimates 
based on the individuals’ judgment of the similarit ies. Re-
garding the hierarchical clustering analysis, our clusters 
exhibit a good correlat ion to those produced by Shaver et 
al.[54].  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
2 we describe the procedure used to extract  texts from the 
Web. This section also contains our definition of the simi-
larity between pairs of emotion names and its mathematical 
interpretation as a dot product in the linear vector space of 
contexts. The resulting similarity matrix S is analyzed in 
Section 3. We begin with elementary statistical measures 
and then proceed to the Multidimensional Scaling Analysis, 
S. Torgerson[55]. The section ends with the presentation of 
the categories into which the emotion names are grouped 
according to Ward’s min imum variance hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm[56]. Our findings are discussed in Section 
4. Finally, Section 5 presents concluding remarks and out-
line future research directions. 

2. Methods 
Practically all methods employed in the literature to in-

vestigate the closeness of common emot ion names were 
based on querying participants about the similarity and dif-
ferences between a given set of emotion 
names[46,54,57,58]. Our approach departs from the tradi-
tional psychology methods in that we gauge the similarity 
between two emotion names by comparing the contexts in 
which they are used in documents extracted from the Web. 
At the present stage, we do not explore the semantic infor-
mat ion contained in  those texts; rather our comparison is 
based solely on the shared vocabulary between documents. 

2.1. Target Emotion Names  

Although contemporary English contains hundreds of 
terms with emotional connotations[59], apparently there is 
no consensus on which  of these terms can be considered 
emotion names or emot ion prototypes. An ingenious ap-
proach to this issue was offered by Shaver et al[54], who 
presented a list of 213 candidate emotion names to 112 stu-
dents and asked them to rate those terms on a 4-point scale 
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ranging from ‘I definitely would not call this an emot ion’ to 
‘I definitely would call this an emotion’. Th is procedure 
resulted in a much  shorter list containing 135 emotion 
names that the participants rated highest on the 4-point 
‘emotionness’ scale. In  addition to these 135 emotion 
names we have included 7 more names, namely, anticipa-
tion, acceptance, wonder, interest, aversion, pain, and cou-
rage in o rder to take into account a few widely recognized 
‘basic’ emotions[21], which were not in the orig inal list of 
that study. Table 1 shows the 135 emot ion names from the 
list of Shaver et al[54] together with the 7 names ment ioned 
above, totaling 142 emotion names which we use as target 
words in our Web queries, as described next.  

2.2. Context Retrieval 

For every  target emotion name listed in Table 1, we re-
trieve 99 documents containing the target word from the 
Web using the Yahoo! search engine. Thus, the documents 
were ordered by Yahoo! relevance criteria. Since, as ex-
pected, almost every target emotion word is used in a va-
riety of semantic contexts which are unrelated to emotions 
(e.g., ‘ecstasy’) and many of them appear in advertising 
(e.g., names of restaurants), our search focused on docu-
ments in which the target emotion word is combined with 
the word ‘emotion’. This combination more or less re-
stricted the retrieved documents to ones where a part icular 
emotion – or at least an emotion word – was the subject of 
the text. This combination – target emotion name plus the 
word ‘emotion’ - increased considerably the average length 
of the retrieved documents. 

These retrieved texts were then cleaned up for the pur-
pose of forming the so called bags of words. A bag of 
words is a list of words in which the grammatical ru les are 
ignored. During the cleanup, all words of length 2 or shorter 
were eliminated. In addition, we have also filtered out con-
junctions, prepositions, pronouns, numbers, punctuations 
marks and all formatting signs. In what remained of each 
document, we then selected a sequence of 41 consecutive 
words with the target emotion name in  the middle, i.e., 20 
words before and 20 words after the target word. Only the 
50 more relevant (according to Yahoo!) contexts were re-
tained for every  emotion name. For some of the emotion 
names used by Shaver et al[54], namely, tenderness, thrill, 
caring, sentimentality, longing, cheerfulness, enjoyment, 
contentment, enthrallment, amazement, astonishment and 
nervousness, we were unable to retrieve 50 contexts of the 
prescribed length out of the 99 ret rieved ones, and so we 
excluded those words (numbered 131 to 142 in Tab le 1) 
from our list of target emot ion names. We indexed these 
130 emot ion words by i = 1,… 130. 

In summary, for each of the first 130 target emotion 
names exhibited in Table 1, we p roduced 50 distinct se-
quences of words, each containing 20 valid words before 
and 20 valid words after the target word in question. A valid 
word is a word  that escaped the cleanup procedure applied 
to the Web documents retrieved by the Yahoo! search  

engine. The final step is to lump all the 50 sequences cor-
responding to a given target  emotion name, say word  i, into 
a single bag o f words which we denote by W i. (Note that W i 
is not a set since an element can be present there more than 
once). Hence, the number of elements in a bag of words is 
50 x (20+1+20) = 2050, regardless of the emotion in-
dex-name i = 1,… 130. We note that there are only K = 
34244 distinct words among the 266500 words that make 
up the 130 word bags.  

2.3. Similarity Measure 

The basic similarity Ŝij between the two target emotion 
words i and j is calcu lated using their corresponding bags of 
words, W i and Wj, as follows. Let  us denote by wij(k) the 
number of times word k  from W i appears in the bag W j. Note 
that wij(k) and wji(k) have different domains since there 
might be words that belong to Wi but not to Wj, and 
vice-versa. The unprocessed similarity Ŝij is defined as 

Ŝij = å
k

wij(k)             (1) 

where k  runs over all words (repetitions included) in W i. 
This procedure takes into account multiple appearances of 
words in bags Wi and Wj. For example, if word k  from bag 
W i appears m times in bag W j and n times in bag W j then it 
contributes with the factor mn to the unprocessed similarity 
Ŝij. From this example we can easily realize that the similar-
ity measure defined by eq. (1) is symmetric, i.e., Ŝij = Ŝji for 
all pairs of target emotion words i and j. In the case the bags 
W i and W j consist of the same word repeated n times we 
have Ŝij = n2, whereas if W i and W j do not have any element 
in common we have Ŝij = 0. 

We note that our definit ion of the unprocessed similarity, 
eq. (1), is equivalent to a dot-product of two vectors. In fact, 
let us order all the K = 34244 distinct words alphabetically 
(the specific order is not essential for the argument). Then 
we can represent each bag Wi uniquely by a K-dimensional 
vector Yj = (Y1

j,… YK
j) in which the component Yl

j is the 
number of times that word l appears in W j. Hence our un-
processed similarity measure can be written as the 
dot-product 

Ŝij = å
k

 Yl
i Yl

j                  (2) 

Of course, the vectors Yj  are very sparse, i.e., most of 
their components are zeros. We will offer a more economic 
representation of the similarity entries in terms of a much 
lower dimension vector space in Section 3. Equation (2) is 
important because it shows that Ŝij is a dot-product which 
allows us then to use the full power of linear algebra for its 
analysis. Even more important, however, is the observation 
that Ŝij provides little informat ion about the proximity or 
closeness of the vectors Yi and Yj, unless these vectors are 
normalized. In fact, on the one hand almost orthogonal 
vectors can have a very high unprocessed similarity value if 
their norms are large and, on the other hand, two parallel 
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vectors may have a low similarity if their norms are s mall. 
This problem can be easily corrected by defining the nor-
malized similarity as 

Sij = Ŝij / √( Ŝii Ŝjj )         (3) 

where Ŝii is the squared norm of the vector Yj , || Yj, ||2. Note 
that Sij ∈[0, 1] and Sii = 1. Henceforth we will refer to the 
normalized similarity, eq. (3), simply as the similarity be-
tween emot ion index-names i and j.  

2.4. Null Random Model  

Since our approach is based on the statistics of word  
contexts, we should also define a ‘null’ model using random 
contexts, so that we could identify which results depend on 

contexts specific to emotion words, and which ones charac-
terize random contexts. A null model to compare our results 
can be obtained as follows. First, we lump together the 130 
word bags into a single meta-bag comprising 266500 ele-
ments. Next  we pick 2050 (41 x 50) words at random and 
without replacement  to form the random bag F1. This 
drawing step is repeated to form the remaining word bags 
F2,… F130, which ends when the meta-bag is empt ied. 
Given these randomly assembled word bags, we then follow 
the procedure described before to calculate the normalized 
entries Rij of the random similarity matrix R between emo-
tion names i and j. 

Table 1.  List of the 135 emotion names obtained by Shaver et al[54] (1987) plus the 7 basic emotion names (anticipation, acceptance, wonder, interest, 
aversion, pain, and courage). Only the first  130 emotion names in this list  were used to generate the 130 x 130 similarity matrix S 

1 : acceptance 30 : disappointment 59: grouchiness 88 : melancholy 117 : sympathy 

2 : adoration 31 : disgust 60 : grumpiness 89 : misery 118 : tenseness 

3 : affection 32 : dislike 61 : guilt 90 : mortification 119 : terror 

4 : aggravation 33 : dismay 62 : happiness 91 : neglect 120 : torment 

5 : agitation 34 : displeasure 63 : hate 92 : optimism 121 : triumph 

6 : agony 35 : distress 64: homesickness 93 : outrage 122 : uneasiness 

7 : alarm 36 : dread 65 : hope 94 : pain 123 : unhappiness 

8 : alienation 37 : eagerness 66: hopelessness 95 : panic 124 : vengefulness 

9 : amusement 38 : ecstasy 67 : horror 96 : passion 125 : woe 

10 : anger 39 : elation 68 : hostility 97 : pity 126 : wonder 

11 : anguish 40 : embarrassment 69 : humiliation 98 : pleasure 127 : worry 

12 : annoyance 41 : enthusiasm 70 : hurt 99 : pride 128 : wrath 

13 : anticipation 42 : envy 71 : hysteria 100 : rage 129 : zeal 

14 : anxiety 43 : euphoria 72 : infatuation 101 : rapture 130 : zest 

15 : apprehension 44 : exasperation 73 : insecurity 102 : regret 131 : tenderness 

16 : arousal 45 : excitement 74 : insult 103 : rejection 132 : thrill 

17 : attraction 46 : exhilaration 75 : interest 104 : relief 133: caring 

18 : aversion 47 : fear 76 : irritation 105 : remorse 134: sentimentality 

19 : bitterness 48 : ferocity 77 : isolation 106 : resentment 135: longing 

20 : bliss 49 : fondness 78 : jealousy 107 : revulsion 136: cheerfulness 

21 : compassion 50 : fright 79 : jolliness 108 : sadness 137: enjoyment 

22 : contempt 51 : frustration 80 : joviality 109 : satisfaction 138: contentment 

23 : courage 52 : fury 81 : joy 110 : scorn 139: enthrallment 

24 : defeat 53 : gaiety 82 : jubilation 111 : shame 140: amazement 

25 : dejection 54 : gladness 83 : liking 112 : shock 141: astonishment 

26 : delight 55 : glee 84 : loathing 113 : sorrow 142: nervousness 

27 : depression 56 : gloom 85 : loneliness 114 : spite  

28 : desire 57 : glumness 86 : love 115 : suffering  

29 : despair 58 : grief 87 : lust 116 : surprise  
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3. Results 
In this section we use two techniques often employed in  

the investigation of the underlying psychological structure 
of the use of emotion words by English speakers, namely, 
multid imensional scaling and h ierarch ical clustering analy-
sis (Shepard, 1980; Shaver et al., 1987). However, before 
we introduce these more involved exploratory tools, we 
present a simple statistical description of the 130 x 130 si-
milarity matrix S, as well as of its random counterpart R, 
generated according to the procedure described in the pre-
vious section. In the following analysis we disregard the 
diagonal elements of both matrices. 

3.1. Simple Statistical Measures 

We begin with the most elementary measures, namely, 
the mean  Sm and the standard deviation sS of the entries of 
the similarity matrix S. We find S m = 0.376 and sS = 0.069. 
For the random null model, these two quantities are Rm = 
0.686 and sR = 0.020. The considerable d ifferences between 
even these simple measures indicate a rich underlying 
structure of the matrix S. A better visualizat ion of the 
en-tries of these matrices is obtained by ordering the entries 
according to their rank, from the largest to the smallest. 
Disregarding the diagonal elements, there are 130 x 120 /2 
= 8385 d istinct entries in each of these matrices and in Fig. 
1 we present their values as function of their ranks r = 1,… 
8385. These distributions are remarkab ly symmetric around 
their mean values, shown by the horizontal lines in the fig-
ure. For the most part of the rank order range, say 2000 < r 
< 7000, the similarity values decrease linearly with the rank 
r. In particular, in this range we find the following equations 
for trends Sr»0.463-2.1 10-5 r and Rr»0.463-2.1 10-6 r. 
These results indicate that the random similarity matrix R  is 
much more homogenous than S, which is expected since in 
the random model the contexts do not provide information 
to distinguish between the target words. 

 
Figure 1.  Plot of the off-diagonal entries of the similarity matrix S (cir-
cles, lower curve) and its random version R (triangles, upper curve) as 
function of their ranks r = 1,… 8385. The horizontal solid lines are the 
mean values Sm = 0.376 and Rm  = 0.686. These results corroborate the 
expectation that R is more homogeneous than S 

To conclude this section it is instructive to write out the 
pair of words corresponding to the extremes of the rank 
order distribution. For instance, the pair of distinct words 
with the largest similarity, S1 = 0.627, is aggravation and 
irritation; the pair with the second largest, S2 = 0.626, is 
anguish and gloom; the pair with the third largest, S3 = 
0.623, is mortification and shock; and the pair with the 
smallest similarity, S8385 = 0.155, is hostility and glee. The 
high similarity of emotion words of close emotional content 
lends credibility to our experimental p rocedure. 

 
Figure 2.  Log-log plot of the off-diagonal entries of the unprocessed 
similarity matrix Ŝ (circles) and its random version Ȓ (triangles) as func-
tion of their ranks r = 1,…8385 . The solid lines are the fitt ing of equation 
(4) with b = 16280 and a = 0.15 for Ŝ and b = 6200 and a = 0.03 for Ȓ. 
These results corroborate the expectation that Ȓ is more homogeneous 
than Ŝ 

3.2. Multidimensional Scaling  

Similarly to  most psychological experimental settings 
aiming at exp loring the relationships between n emotion 
words[46,54], the end product of our data-min ing metho-
dology is a n x n similarity matrix S. It is thus tempting to 
assume the existence of a subjacent ‘emotion’ vector space 
of dimension m that contains vectors whose Euclidian scalar 
product generates S. The mathemat ical procedure to derive 
a base of this vector space is known as Multidimensional 
Scaling Analysis[55,60,61,62]. More exp licit ly, we want to 
find the set of m orthogonal vectors of length n, (x1

a, x2
a, … 

xn
a) with a = 1,…m , such that 

Sij = å
= ma ...1

 xi
a xj

a       (5) 

for all pairs i,j = 1,…n . This problem has a simple and neat 
solution in the case m=n. In fact, denoting the eigenvectors 
of S by (u1

a, u2
a, … un

a) we write the well-known formula 
for the decomposition of the entries of a matrix  

Sij = å
= na ...1

 laui
a uj

a       (6) 

so that the prescription 
xi

a = √la ui
a         (7) 

provides the desired solution to our problem. Of course, in 
the case of interest m < n and for a general matrix S, eq. (5) 
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has no solution. A popular approach is to use (7) consider-
ing only the m largest eigenvalues in the expansion (6). The 
quality of the approximation can then be measured by the 
stress function[62,63] 

Q = √{Sij( Sij – S*ij)2 / Sij
 Sij

2}     (8) 
where Sij is taken as (6) a = 1,…m, with the eigenvalues 
ordered such that l1 ≤ l2 ≤,…ln. Nowadays the designation 
Multidimensional Scaling Analysis is applied to the numer-
ical minimizat ion of Q using gradient descent techniques, in 
which only the rank order of the entries of S are used[48,63]. 
Our procedure follows the original formulation of the Mul-
tidimensional Scaling proposed by Torgerson[55].  

The issue now is to pick a ‘representative’ value for the 
dimension m. A large value of m yields a very low stress 
value (we recall that Q = 0  for m = n by construction) but 
then most of the dimensions may not be relevant to describe 
the underlying structure of the similarity matrix as they are 
likely to be determined more by noise than by the essential 
structure of S. Alternatively, a too s mall value of m may not 
reproduce the similarity matrix with sufficient accuracy. A 
popular heuristic method to determine the ‘optimal’ dimen-
sionality is the so-called elbow test in which the stress Q is 
plotted against m, as done in Fig. 3. Ideally, such a graph 
should exhibit  an ‘elbow’ indicating that, after a certain 
value of m, the rate of decrease of the stress function be-
comes neglig ible. The results of Fig. 3 are not so discrepant 
from this idealistic expectation, for m ⋝  m* » 30, the di-
mension at which the concavity of the stress function nearly 
vanishes, the rate of decrease of Q is approximately 0.001, 
the slope of the solid  straight line shown in the figure. 
However, there is a lot of subjectivity in the estimate of the 
critical dimension m* based on the elbow test, as illustrated 
by the two fitting straight lines in Fig. 3. In fact, the fitting 
of the dashed line, in  which we have eliminated the first 
point (m=1) because of its interpretation as random noise, 
yields a much lower estimate for this critical dimension, m* 
» 5. 

 
Figure 3.  Elbow test showing the stress function Q as defined in Eq. (8) 
against the number of dimensions m of the underlying word emotion space. 
The solid straight line has the slope -0.001 whereas the dashed line has 
slope -0.007 

It is instructive to compare the stress function Q with the 
numerical values of the eigenvalues in Fig. 4. As expected, 
there is a qualitative resemblance between these quantities, 
since the spectral decomposition of the matrix S, eq. (5), 
tells us that the largest eigenvalues are the most important 
to the reconstruction of S. A small slope (-0.004) of the 
fitting straight line indicates that eigenvalues with a > 30 
represent a small percentage of the data for all pairs i, j. A 
similar argument holds for a > 5. Thus the issue boils down 
to quantifying how s mall the percentage representation of 
the neglected eigenvectors must be; at present, this is a  sub-
jective decision of the researcher. 

 
Figure 4.  Eigenvalues of the similarity matrix S ordered according to 
their rank from largest to smallest. The first  (l1 = 49.99) and the second (l2 
= 4.44) largest eigenvalues are omitted from the figure. The solid straight 
line has the slope 10.004, whereas the dashed line has slope -0.21 

As already pointed out, a similar mathematical analysis 
of the dimension of the emotion word space in  which par-
ticipants rated the similarity between the emotion words 
yielded a much s maller value for m*, typically m*  = 2[46] 
and m* = 3[54]. Of utmost interest for the Multid imensional 
Scaling Analysis (as well as for the Factor Analysis) is the 
interpretation of the eigenvectors associated to the largest 
eigenvalues. This type of analysis resulted in the claim that 
the emotion space can be described by essentially two axes 
(eigenvectors), namely, the degree of pleasure and the de-
gree of arousal, and provided the main evidence in support 
of the Circumplex model of emotion[50]. Although this is 
clearly not the case here, since our critical dimension m* is 
definitely greater than two, it is instructive to look more 
closely to the first three eigenvectors of our similarity ma-
trix S, shown in Fig. 5, and seek an  emotional interpretation 
for them. We note that whereas for the main coordinate 
(rescaled eigenvector) x1 all components are positive (upper 
panel of Fig. 5), all other 129 coord inates fluctuate between 
positive and negative values. The same behavior pattern 
was found in the spectral analysis of the null model similar-
ity matrix R. 

To interpret the principal coordinate x1, which is the first 
eigenvector rescaled by the square root of its corresponding 
eigenvalue[see eq. (7)], first we note that its eigenvalue l1 
is about ten times greater than l2 (see caption of Fig. 4). We 
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attribute such a large contribution, as well as the fact that all 
the entries of x1 are positive, to the noisy portion of the si-
milarity matrix S. In fact, the average of the entries of x1, 
0.617, (shown as the horizontal line in the upper panel of 
Fig. 5), is close to the mean of the entries of the random 
matrix R. This is expected since a great  part of the similari-
ty between any two target emotion  names will be due to the 
coincidence between emotion unrelated words such as 
many classes of verbs, for instance.  

 

 

  
Figure 5.  The coordinate vectors xa associated to the three largest eigen-
values of the similarity matrix S. The labels i = 1,…130 stand for the emo-
tion words listed in Table 1. The horizontal line in the upper panel indi-
cates the mean value 0.617 of the entries of x1 

Next, to interpret the other principal coordinates, x2 and 
x3, shown in the middle and lower panels of Fig. 5, respec-
tively, we consider only the components (words) with the 
largest positive and negative weights and then imagine 
these words aligned in a line (axis). For example, if a coor-
dinate assigns a large negative entry to frustration and a 

large positive entry to gladness, then this coordinate could 
be said to measure the degree of pleasure. On the other hand, 
if another coordinate assigns a large negative entry to dis-
may but a positive entry to arousal, then we might say that 
coordinate measures the degree of arousal. Of course, the 
roles of positive and negative entries can be interchanged 
without affecting the interpretation of the axes. In Table 2 
we present the 8 largest entries (in absolute value) of the 
four principal coordinates. It is difficult  to find a clear emo-
tional interpretation of these axes (actually, such an inter-
pretation is not always possible) but overall we can see that, 
except for x1, which is interpreted as random noise, there is 
a psychologically meaningfu l contraposition between nega-
tive and positive emotion words. This is clear for the prin-
cipal coord inates x2, x3 , and x4, which differ by the intensity 
of the positive and negative emotions, whose possible in-
terpretations are, correspondingly, ‘anger’, ‘p leasure’, and 
‘attractiveness’. 

3.3. Hierarchical Clustering 

Given the similarity matrix S, it is natural to attempt to 
group or categorize the emot ion names in clusters or fami-
lies. In  fact, this seems to be the only unbiased manner of 
defining (and characterizing) a few ‘basic’ emotions amidst 
the hundreds of emotions described by people. The outcome 
of such an analysis, carried out by Shaver et al[54] when the 
similarities between emotion words were rated by humans, 
is that there are six basic-emotion categories, namely, love, 
joy, surprise, anger, sadness, and fear.  

The variance or spread of a set of points (i.e., the sum of 
the squared distances from the centre) is the key element of 
many clustering algorithms[61]. In  Ward’s min imum va-
riance method[56] we agglomerate two d istinct clusters into 
a single cluster such that the within-class variance of the 
partition thereby obtained is min imal. Hence the method 
proceeds from an in itial part ition where all objects (130 
emotion names, in our case) are isolated clusters and then 
begin merging the clusters so as to min imize the variance 
criterion. Tables 3 summarizes the results of the hierarchic-
al clustering algorithm when the ob jects (i.e., the target 
emotion names) are partit ioned into 25 categories, which is 
the highest level of h ierarchy described in Shaver et al[54]. 

Table 2.  The four smallest and the four largest entries, shown in the parentheses, of the first four principal coordinates 

    
glee (0.431) rapture (-0.521) frustration (-0.242) infatuation (-0.438) 

horror (0.449) melancholy (-0.462) anger (-0.239) fondness (-0.295) 
disgust (0.481) euphoria (-0.397) grief (-0.238) attraction (-0.267) 

agitation (0.487) bliss (-0.366) hurt (-0.201) love (-0.242) 
shock (0.725) hostility (0.310) delight (0.300) apprehension (0.287) 

sadness (0.726) depression (0.316) amusement (0.311) alarm (0.290) 
anguish (0.732) resentment (0.352) gaiety (0.351) dread (0.335) 

disappointment (0.737) anger (0.366) gladness (0.379) fright (0.385) 
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Table 3.  The partit ion of the 130 target emotion names into 25 clusters 
according to Ward’s minimum variance hierarchical clustering algorithm 
for the case the contexts surrounding the target emotion words are formed 
by 40 valid words 

1 acceptance, courage, elation, joy, sadness, sorrow, wonder 
2 agitation 
3 adoration, affection, fondness, infatuation, liking, love, lust 

4 alarm, apprehension, dismay, dread, fear, fright, tenseness, 
uneasiness 

5 aggravation, annoyance, exasperation, fury, grouchiness, 
grumpiness, irritation,      rage, wrath 

6 amusement, delight, gaiety, gladness, jolliness, joviality 

7 arousal, bliss, distress, ecstasy, euphoria, hysteria, melancho-
ly, mortification, rapture, shock, triumph 

8 anger, attraction, grief, hurt, resentment, worry 
9 bitterness, guilt, pity, pride, regret, remorse 

10 aversion, dislike, hate 

11 desire, eagerness, enthusiasm, excitement, exhilaration, jubila-
tion, passion, zeal, zest 

12 anxiety, panic 

13 alienation, compassion, defeat, disappointment, frustration, 
insult, loneliness, pain, relief, sympathy 

14 horror, terror 

15 agony, anguish, gloom, glumness, misery, suffering, torment, 
unhappiness, woe 

16 glee 
17 dejection, depression, despair, hopelessness 

18 anticipation, happiness, interest, optimism, satisfaction, sur-
prise 

19 embarrassment, shame 
20 ferocity, outrage, spite 
21 envy, insecurity, jealousy 
22 contempt, disgust, loathing, revulsion, scorn, vengefulness 
23 hope, humiliation 
24 displeasure, hostility, neglect, pleasure 
25 homesickness, isolation, rejection 

We note that although these classificat ions are overall 
reasonable there are a few pairs of antonymous words that 
are lumped together in the same cluster, e.g., joy/sadness 
(cluster 1) and pleasure/displeasure (cluster 24). At this 
stage, it is not clear whether this finding is the result of an 
imperfect context filtering scheme or whether it reflects 
some intrinsic property of the retrieved texts (see Section 
4). 

Some words about the clusters produced by Ward’s algo-
rithm are in order. First, as already pointed out, the initial 
partition contains 130 singleton clusters. The first agglome-
ration, which  reduced the number o f clusters to 129, 
grouped the words aggravation and irritation; the second 
agglomerat ion grouped the words anguish and gloom; the 
third, the words mortification and shock ; the fourth, the 
words eagerness and enthusiasm; and the fifth, the words 
euphoria and rapture. Not surprisingly, these pairs of words 
happen to be those with the highest similarity values (see 
Section 3.1). At these stages of the hierarchy, the good per-
formance of our context  comparison method in clustering 
words of similar meanings, without employing any explicit 
semantic in formation, is truly remarkable. The conse-
quences of this finding – a self-organized dictionary -  

certainly deserve further research.  

3.4. The Effect of the Length of the Contexts 

Table 4. The partit ion of the 130 target emotion names into 25 clusters 
according to Ward’s minimum variance hierarchical clustering algorithm 
for the case the contexts surrounding the target emotion words are formed 
by 10 valid words 

1 acceptance, amusement, anticipation, gladness, happiness, joy, 
sadness, surprise 

2 arousal, courage, distress, melancholy, mortification, rapture, 
shock, sorrow, wonder 

3 adoration, affection, fondness, liking 
4 alarm, dread, fear, fright, horror, terror 

5 aggravation, agitation, annoyance, grouchiness, grumpiness, 
irritation 

6 delight, gaiety, glee, jolliness, joviality 
7 bliss, ecstasy, elation, euphoria, jubilation, optimism, triumph 
8 anger, exasperation, frustration, fury, outrage, rage, wrath 

9 attraction, aversion, desire, hysteria, interest, passion, satisfac-
tion 

10 apprehension, tenseness, uneasiness, worry 
11 eagerness, enthusiasm, excitement, exhilaration, zeal, zest 
12 anxiety, panic 
13 compassion, pity, sympathy 
14 agony, pain, relief, suffering, torment 
15 disappointment, dismay, misery, unhappiness, woe 
16 contempt, disgust 

17 anguish, dejection, depression, despair, grief, hopelessness, 
hurt 

18 infatuation, love, lust 
19 embarrassment, guilt, pride, regret, remorse, shame 
20 gloom, glumness 
21 envy, jealousy 

22 bitterness, dislike, ferocity, hate, hostility, loathing, resent-
ment, revulsion, scorn, spite, vengefulness 

23 defeat, hope, humiliation, insecurity, insult 
24 displeasure, pleasure 

25 alienation, homesickness, isolation, loneliness, neglect, rejec-
tion 

Up to now we have considered only the case where the 
contexts are comprised of 20 valid words before and 20 
valid words after the target emotion word, yielding thus 
contexts of length 40, as described in Sect ion 2. However, 
we can  use the same Web retrieved documents to produce 
contexts of any length less than 40. For the purpose of 
comparison, we offer here a summary of the results ob-
tained for a similarity matrix produced by contexts of length 
10, i.e . 5 valid words before and 5 valid  words after the 
target emot ion name. Regarding the basic statistic measures 
we find Sm = 0.133 and ss = 0.047 which shows that the 
matrix S becomes more heterogeneous as we reduce the 
context size: the ratio ss/Sm is about two times higher than 
in the case of contexts of length 40. As for the rank order 
statistics we find that the rank-order d istribution is qualita-
tively similar to those exhib ited in Fig. 1. For this shorter 
context size, the pair o f distinct words with the largest si-
milarity, S1 = 0.493, is jolliness and joviality, and the pair 
with the smallest similarity, S8385 = 0.030, is displeasure 
and glee. In addition, the elbow test (see Fig. 3) applied to 
this case yields the same prediction for the emotion space 
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dimension, i.e ., m* » 30 or m* » 5, depending on the region 
we choose to locate the elbow. 

The hierarch ical clustering analysis, however, exhib ited 
some remarkable sensitivity to the length of the context. In 
fact, in Table 4 we show the partition of the 130 emotion 
names into 25 categories using the similarity matrix result-
ing from the comparison of contexts of length 10 (see Table 
3 for the same partition using contexts of size 40). There are 
some subtle differences between the categories resulting 
from these different context lengths and we feel Table 4 
provides a more intuit ive clustering. The shortening of the 
context length resulted in the decreasing of the noise con-
tribution to the similarity measure as indicated by the two-
fold increase of the heterogeneity of the similarity entries 
mentioned above. (We recall that the random null model is 
characterized by a very homogeneous similarity matrix as 
shown in Fig. 1.) In any event, these two classifications 
illustrate the sensitivity of the resulting clustering to 
changes in the contexts of the emotion names. 

4. Discussion 
The classification of the 130 emot ion words into 25 

groups, as summarized in Tables 3 and 4, is the main result 
of the preceding analysis, and permits a direct comparison 
of our approach with the tradit ional query ing of part icipants 
used by Shaver et al[54]. The procedure employed by those 
authors to produce their clusters of emotion names was to 
ask a group of 100 students to sort n cards, each one con-
taining the name of an  emotion (we recall that n  = 135 in 
that study), into categories representing their best judgment 
about which emotions are similar and which are different 
from each other[54]. In addit ion it  was explicitly po inted 
out to the students that there was no correct way to sort the 
cards. As a result, category size ranged from 1 to 90 ele-
ments; one participant classified all names into two catego-
ries according to the positive or negative connotation of the 
emotion name. Then for each pair of words, say i and j, an 
integer number bij = 0,…100, is defined corresponding to 
the number of students that placed words i and j in the same 
category. This n x n co-occurrence matrix was then ana-
lyzed using a standard clustering algorithm[54].  

Given the two very different procedures applied to pro-
duce the classification of the emot ion words, it  is most 
reassuring that the classifications results are similar, pro-
vided one overlooks some of the obvious ‘misclassifica-
tions’ of our procedure based on web retrieved texts, such 
as the displeasure/pleasure, attraction/aversion and the 
joy/sadness associations. In fact, considering Table 4, there 
are four clusters (namely, clusters 1, 2, 9 and 24) that exhi-
bit this type of misclassificat ion; the other 21 clusters offer 
a surprisingly sensible classificat ion which bears a strong 
correlation with the classification presented by Shaver et 
al[54]. We warn, however, that there is no ‘correct’ classi-
fication of the emot ion words. 

Inspection of the bags of words associated to pleasure 

and displeasure for contexts of length 10 (Tab le 4) reveals 
the reason for their placement in the same isolated category: 
the word displeasure appears 3 times in the bag of the word 
pleasure, but the word pleasure appears 22 t imes in the bag 
of the word displeasure. As a result, the unprocessed simi-
larity between these two target emotion names acquires a 
large numerical value (3 x 22 = 66). It is interesting that 
people frequently use the word pleasure to characterize and 
talk about displeasure, but the reverse is not true. Although 
we could  easily  eliminate this type of misclassification we 
choose not do so at this stage, because it may be a genuine 
characteristic of the written language. In addition, we must 
bear in mind that some words (e.g., colo rless, infinity, in-
sanity, freedom, etc.) have mean ings definable only with 
reference to their opposites; this effect may underlie the 
explanation for the observed high similarity among some 
antagonistic words. 

5. Conclusions  
In this contribution we compare the structure of the emo-

tional space estimated from word contexts and from subjec-
tive judgments. We find that both are similar.  

We present the first step towards the ambitious goal of 
exploring the vast amount of texts readily available in the 
Web to obtain informat ion about human emotionality and 
psychology. Our paper addresses the categories of English 
emotion names – an extensively investigated research topic 
in social psychology[46,54,57,58]. Future research should 
extend our results to other cultures[64,65]. As noted by 
Plutchik[16], the appearance of words like angry, afraid, 
and happy in all languages suggests that they represent uni-
versal experiences. Emotional words categorize a part of 
personal and social reality[64] and these categories are im-
portant constituents of people’s psychology. This paper 
demonstrated that a significant part of emotional expe-
riences can be expressed in words. 

This paper opens more questions than gives answers. 
Emot ions named words could be possibly a minor part of 
human emotion abilities. Aesthetic emotions related to 
knowledge[66,67,68,69,70], musical emot ions[35,42,71,72, 
73] and emot ions of cognitive dissonances[39,42], for in-
stance, are not described by emotion words. Could they be 
studied by using the context comparison method similar to 
this paper? For example, could cognitive dissonance emo-
tions be measured by substituting emotional words in this 
study with choices? Provided we can  measure the perceived 
similarities of the emotions evoked by the musical stimulus 
or by the tension of holding conflicting thoughts, the ma-
thematical methods used here can be applied to characterize 
those types of emotion as well. 

Our method resulted in all reasonable categories (see Ta-
ble 4), h ighly correlated with the categories obtained from 
the subjective judgment[54]. Our estimate of the dimension 
of the subjacent emotion space m* is consistent with those 
obtained from people’s subjective judgment.  
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An advantage of our method includes a possibility of in-
vestigating cultural evolution of emotions and their percep-
tions. Studying contexts of emotion words is possibly the 
only way to understand emotions existing centuries and 
millennia ago. For example, by studying usage contexts, 
Konstan[74] suggested that even such a basic idea as ‘for-
giveness’ in its contemporary meaning appeared only two 
or three centuries ago, and did  not exist in  antiquity, or in 
the Church Fathers, or in the Bible. Homer's characters in 
the Iliad and the Odyssey had no concept of ‘guilt’ e i-
ther[75]. Another advantage of our approach is the easiness 
of investigating how languages and cultures differ in emo-
tionality. Experimental studies demonstrated different emo-
tional content in different languages[76,77], and[34] sug-
gested that the grammar affects the emotionality of a lan-
guage. We refer the reader to Russell[64] for a lucid review 
of ethnographic and cross-cultural studies of emotion lex-
icons. The method developed here can be easily applied to 
different languages. Additional topics of investigation are 
comparisons between categories of emotion words in prose 
and poetry, as well as among different writers. Finally, we 
would suggest that other aspects of cognition could be ex-
plored using similar methods, it could be a fascinating sub-
ject for future research. 
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